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Abstract: We discuss the changes of symmetries (both
spatial and internal) of the Universe from the beginning
to the present age. For this one must clarify what is a
’beginning’; what do initial conditions mean for the total
and unique Universe and if any then what may be the
correct initial conditions. While one cannot settle down
this question with a finality, we discuss the problem in
detail~ and try to give a probable answer. The most
probable scenario contains many subsequent
spontaneous symmetry breakings, sometimes with a
partial compensation between deteriorating internal
symmetries and improving spatial ones.

1. WHAT IS COSMOLOGY?
Cosmology is a pseudo-Greek term of the same structure as geology, meteorology
etc., so roughly it is the science of the Cosmos or Universe. Originally it was
distinguished from cosmogony, a discipline describing the genesis of the Universe.
However, in General Relativity the matter governs the geometry of the space-time,
and, except for very special cases, the matter of the whole Universe cannot remain
in equilibrium. Therefore any valid theoretical description of the Universe will
automatically contain its evolution as well, and then there is no need for a separate
cosmogony.
Now the question is if there is an independent science of cosmology at all. The
answer is no ff

1) there is no such definite entity as Universe; or
2) there are no specific laws of the Universe.

And for the present lecture: in the first case we cannot speak about the symmetries
of the Universe; in the second we can but it will have a limited physical relevance.
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To explain this statement let us see what may be the Universe. If the Universe is
simply an incoherent sum of entities then it has no definite global structure
including symmetries, and the local structure randomly changes from point to
point.. If the Universe has a global structure but all its laws are consequences of
known local laws, then the actual symmetries and their evolution belong to the
purely descriptive part of science, and therefore one cannot learn too much from it,
although the stout may still be interesting.

These questions are rather fundamental and we cannot be expected to be able to
solve them here. However a very brief recapitulation of earlier ideas is edifying. Not
claiming completeness,

1) the Universe of the ancient Greek science is a single finite unit, with its
own laws, and with spherical symmetry.

2) Newton’s Universe is more or less the infinite absolute space + the
matter filling it; the empty absolute space would have an E(3) symmetry but the
matter may or may not share this. This Universe, which is only a nomen collectivum,
has no law of its own.

3) in General Relativity the Universe may or may not exist as a definite
object. General Relativity can describe the Universe as an object; it may possess
some definite symmetry, for example. However no specific laws of the Universe
appear in General Relativity.

4) the so called standard cosmological model contains some cosmological
principles which may be consequences of some unknown cosmological laws.

Methodical and consequent thinking in a model may point to some problematical
points where the model is incomplete, self-contradictory or impossible. In the
present case the result is as follows.

1) Aristotle’s cosmology was free of paradoxes (and this was the reason to
live for two millenia), although finally it has been proven incorrect.

2) Newton’s cosmology had paradoxes, some of which was known from the
beginning. E.g., gravity causes instability in an infinite Universe (Newton, 1756)
known later as Seeliger’s paradox.

3) General Relativity removes the old paradoxes. E.g., the Universe may be
finite or compact (Paal, 1993); even if it is infinite, gravitational instabilities are not
necessary because of the nonlinearity of gravitational laws; it may be of finite age
etc.

4) The standard model is of maximal spatial symmetry (for simplicity but
also suggested by observations). Applying the known laws the Universe possesses
some constants of integration. Now, these constants can be read off from
observations, and changing them even moderately the present Universe would be
qualitatively different from the actual one (Carr and Rees, 1979). So the actual
Universe seems ’improbable’. Of course, this term does not have any meaning here,
because there is only a single Universe, so one cannot study a set of them with
different initial conditions. However, if one eliminates the probability problem by
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the unicity of the Universe, then he must tacitly accept that something is behind the
only values of the constants, so they are prescribed somehow. Then we may expect
unknown laws of the total Universe. We stop here, not discussing the question if
some of the laws may be given by the unknown unification of general relativity and
quantum field theory.

2. PART vs. WHOLE
In any case the present Universe consists of a lot of parts as galaxy clusters,
galaxies, stars and particles. It is obvious to classify entities as primary (no
constituents), secondary (with primary constituents), etc. However, this
classification is insufficient for the present purpose, not telling anything about the
relations between the ’higher’ entity and its parts. Since we are interested in the
problem of specific laws, it is worthwhile to list the 3 qualitative different possible
relations between a higher entity and its parts. Social sciences were long ago
confronted to this question (laws of associations, constitutions of states, etc.) and
from their results here we take the following cases (names in the canonical
German) (Marx, 1964). The discussion and classification will be useful also for a
later lecture in this Volume (Luk~ics, 1993b).

1) Einheit. Constitutional analogy is the centralised state. The Whole exists
in its own right with its own laws, the Parts have no independent existence or laws.

2) Einigung. Constitutional analogy is the federation. Both the Whole, and
the Parts exist in their own rights with their own laws.

3)Vereinigung. Constitutional analogy is the confederation. The
independent entities are the Parts with their own laws; the Whole is their sum with
interactions, so can be derived from them.

Obviously any further transitional stages could be identified, but these three will
suffice now for us.
The present Universe is clearly not an Einheit. Namely, its parts (e.g., stars) can
quite satisfactorily be described or explained without referring to the total
Universe. There remain the other two possibilities; we could choose between them
according to the success or failure of explanatory models (see later). However this
was not necessarily true for the primordial Universe, which probably did not have
separate parts of permanent identity (cf. later).

3. BUILDING TOGETHER OR TAKING APART?.

Consider the hierarchy of objects in the present Universe. The obscrv~able part
contains more than 10~ galaxy clusters, of which each contains roughly 10~ galaxies.
Our galaxy contains - 1011 stars and an average star contains - 1057-nucleons and
similar number of other particles. Our Sun is 4.6 × 109 ys old (Novotny, 1973), the
oldest stellar clusters in our Galaxy have ages (10-20)×109 ys, and extrapolating
back the recession of galaxies the objects of the presently observable volume were



packed with a density higher by orders of magnitude than the present one at
~I5×109 ys ago. So the formation of any presently existing structure should be
explained on a scale 1010 y or shorter.
Then galaxies cannot build up by random encounters of 1011 independent stars
(instead of detailed formulae remember that the solar system cannot have had a
close encounter in the last 4 billion years, therefore such processes are too
infrequent to collect 10It stars in 15 billion years). Also, it is improbable that
thousands of independent galaxies could have congregated to form a galaxy cluster
in 15 billion years. This suggests a fragmentation from protoclusters to stars.
To be sure, star formation is fairly explained by gravitational contraction. However
the above probability considerations suggest formation/naMe an existing galaxy;, so
we may try with the idea that first the galaxy is formed, then it fragments into
smaller matter elements, and finally these ’droplets’ contract into stars.
If so, then it is obvious to go one step farther by investigating the possibility that
proto-galaxy-clusters dropped out from a primordial unity, indeed, this is the
standard explanation in this years; we shall see why.

4. ON STANDARD COSMOLOGIES

The simplest nontrivial and reasonable cosmological model is a space-time with
full spatial symmetry (i.e., constant curvature k = 0 or _+1 on constant time
hypersurfaces). Then (Robertson and Noonan, 1969)

(4.1)

where

Isinx forkffi+l

S(x) ffi ~ x k = O (4.2)

shx k ffi -1

Then the distance of ’naturally moving’ objects change proportionally to R, so
densities are -R-3. This scale function R is governed by the Einstein equations
which (without cosmological constant) read as

k2 ffi (8’B-]*3)G~R2 - k (4.3)
R ---- -(4’tr/3)G(p÷3p/c2)R (4.4)

where G is the Cavendish constant of gravity, o is the mass density and P is the
(dynamical) pressure. With an additional equation of state P = P(p) (or of similar
form) these equations can be integrated for a given initial condition (discussed
later).

Assume full thermodynamic equilibrium and blackbody radiation for the equation
of state



p = N(~/90)~/(~)3 (4.5)
where T is the temperature and N is the number of independent helicRy states,
roughly the humor of di~crcnt ~ of panicle, - I~. ~en ~ = 3P/c~, and for
k = 0 ~s. (4.34) ~n ~ anal~i~lly ~IvM. ~ ~mpadng the derivative of (4.3)
~th (4.4) onc g~u

T = T~o IR (4.6)

where R~ = R(to), To = T(to) and to ~ an arbRra~ ~nvcnlent time momcn~ ~cnsubsututmg to (4.3) one ge~
R ~ 02~N~)l/4(~-2/(~)3)’l/4T~o~ (4.7)

where t’ ~ a ~nt of ~te~tion. Howler,
T ~ (32~N~)1/4(~-2/(~)3)-1/4/~ (4.8)

Obse~e that T ~ ~ at t ~ £. ~ t~e moment ~ the natural ~ro ~t of the
t~e ~unting, and in th~ ~nvention ~ ~ee c~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~olu~.

Eq. (4.7) deserves some discussion but this will be postponed till the next Chapter.
Now we turn to (4.8). It gives a continuously decreasing temperature. Above
T - 10000 K - I eV the photons would have destroyed all the atoms, so a
completely ionised plasma was present. Photons are substantially coupled to free
electric charges, so before t-t’ -300000 ys they destroyed any virtual
gravitationally bound structure. When T goes below 1 eV -10"12 erg, the gas
becomes fairly transparent for photons and structures of sufficiently large masses
become bound. At this temperature

¯ ffi 0cz - 10 3erg/cm 3 (4.9)
For the smallest bound object

Etherm -- PR3 - Egrav - GMZ/R; M - pR 3               (4.10)
Hence the first appearing bound objects have the mass - 1051 g - 10is solar mass.
Since this value is roughly that of the largest galaxy cluster, the standard cosmology
can explain the appearance of galaxy clusters. Therefore it seems that

1) before 300000 ys from t" there were no identifiable structures above
elementary panicles in the Universe; and

2) among the objects there was a fragmentation chain Universe
protoclusters -- protogalaxies -* matter for protostellar contraction.

However at 3O0O~ ys the matter probably contained the known elementary
particles and in the standard model it is so from the beginning. Thus we still have to
discuss the initial conditions, since elementary particles can stand up in different
configuratious.
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5. ON INITIAL CONDITIONS
Now we return to cq. (4.7). It is valid only for k = 0, but for early times (high
temperatures) it is a good approximation also for k = _+1. Eq. (4.1) shows that a
constant factor is undefined for k = 0, but it is not so for the other two cases. No
clear evidence for k is seen in the observable part - 1028 cm, therefore now

Rpr -- q x 102s cm, q > 1 (5.1)

From the blackbody radiation

Tpr=3K
Therefore in eqs. (4.6-7)

ToRo .~ q x 10~2 ergcm - q x 1028 cmgrad

(5.2)

(5.3)

From mass counting the ]aarticle number of the observable part is - 1078. For the
size R it multiplies with q~.
With this data in mind go back to eqs. (4.3-4). They can be rewritten as

YzR2 -- GM/R = -V~k

dE + PdV = 0; E = (4~r/3)R3~; M = E[c2
(5.4)
(5.5)

F_.q. (5.4) can be read as ’energy conservation’ with ’kinetic’ and ’potential’ energies;
the next equation shows that the changes are adiabatic (no exterior) and M
changes. However going backwards to the past both terms on the left hand side of
(5.4) are growing in absolute value as 1/t. We cannot exactly use (4.7-8) now
because they would give k -= 0, but it can be seen that for early times the ’initial
conditions’ Ro and T_ must be more and more fine tuned to get the constant
difference. Eqs. (4.3-43 of course preserve the difference, but now we try to think
according to causality.
At present all the 3 terms in (5.4) are in the same order of magnitude. Going back
the needed tuning is -(t/tpr). If anything prescribed R at a to it must have
prescribed with this accuracy. If the initial conditions were determined in an age
T - 1 GeV, e.g., then the tuning must have been cca 10-3°.

IFTHE INITIAL CONDITIONS WERE RANDOM FOR THE UNIVERSE
THEN THE PRESENT UNIVERSE IS ABSURDLY IMPROBABLE.

Now, it is difficult to interpret this statement. First, when should the description
start with an initial condition? In a ballistic problem the proper moment for the
initial conditions is when the stone is leaving the hand. Until that moment the
equations of motion are not those of the ballistic problem, and at that moment
various initial velocities can and used to be prepared (in a reasonable range). Then
the proper moment for setting the initial conditions for the Universe would be the
moment when the evolution was switching from unknown previous ones to the
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Einstein equations (4.3-4) (’creation of the Universe’?). But we do not know
anything about previous, qualitatively different, eras of evolution (with the
exception of a slight guess, see the next Chapter). In addition, there is only a single
Universe. We do not know if it even has any meaning to imagine a set of differently
prepared Universes. It is quite possible that one could not apply the usual
dichotomy of (arbitrary) initial conditions + (fixed) equations of motion on the
(total) Universe. But practically all branches of physics use this dichotomic
description to evolutionary situations. So it is possible that the Universe would
need a new type of physics or at least additional cosmological laws prescribing, e.g.,
the unique ’initial conditions’. This was the reason to permit the possibility that the
present Universe might be an Einigung, having its own laws as well as its parts have
theirs. It ispossible that the Universe cannot be totally understood from its parts.

However we do not want to be involved in theology or similar disciplines.
Therefore no philosophical questions of creation of the Universe, the will of any
Creator to prepare special initial conditions etc. will be discussed. Here we
formulate two questions in the usual physical language.

1) Was any special time moment to in the past which was a ’beginning’ to
impose initial conditions?

2) If there is any room for initial conditions, then what are the quantities
for which initial values are to be imposed?

For Question 1) we of course cannot give a final answer. However we list,
without the claim for completeness, the possibilities for the kinds of such to’S. A
special time moment might have been the starting point of the Einstein evolution.
Another possibility would have been the minimum of the radius R(t). The third
possibility is the maximum of the temperature or energy density or any related
quantity. Obviously the above blackbody model does not contain any of these three
special moments: in it the Einstein equation always governs the evolution, the
minimal radius is 0, which is a singular point unsuitable to prescribe data, and the
maximal temperature is ~, again in a singular state. We return to Question 1) in
the next Chapter.
For Question 2), in contrast, the answer is simple. In the above simple model of
blackbody radiation there are two independent quantities, R and T. So an initial
condition is the prescription of Ro and To. In more complicated models some
further quantities may appear, e.g., for the total numbers or densities of different
charges or particle.

6. ON THE ’BEGINNING’
The fact that we cannot go beyond General Relativity is not a proof of its ultimate
validity. The Einstein equation is the simplest equation governing the curvature
which is conform to present observations as e.g., planetary motions. However it is
quite possible that the equation possesses extra terms unseen in the present
observations. To be definite, the standard form of the Einstein equation is

Rik -- VzgikRrr - hgik = - (8zrG/c4 )Tik (6.1)



Here gik is the metric tensor, Rik is the Ricci tensor which contains gik together with
its first and second derivatives in a covariant manner, linearly in the second ones, ),
is the so called cosmological constant, while Tik is the energy-momentum tensor of
the matter (Robertson and Noonan, 1969). Above ), was neglected, but the present
observations give upper bounds for [ ), [, and its effects can be felt at low
densities, so ), is irrelevant for early times. Now, the simplest possibility for a
different evolution is the presence of higher neglected terms (nonlinear or higher
in derivatives).
Of course the neglected term may be of any form and may appear just in the next
measurement or 20 orders of magnitude above. However there is a natural way to
generate some higher terms.
The Einstein equation (6.1) can be obtained from a variation principle whose
Lagrangian is

L = Lmatter + Lgrav (6.2)
where

Lgrav = f(R) = (c4/8~rG)(R +2X); R =- R rr (6.3)

Now, assume that f(R) is nonlinear. Indeed, L,4nczos (1972) pointed out that a
purely quadratic Lagrangian would lead to a dimensionless action integral, a pure
number, which, therefore, seems to be something ’fundamental’, good for
asymptotic behaviour. Writing

f = ~rR2 + (c4/8~rG)(R+2),) (6.4)

the Einstein equation, up tofirst order in tr, changes to

Rik - V2gikRrr -- ~gik + °(8~rG/c4)(R;ik - R;rr gik ) = --(8~rG]c4 ) "Tik (6.5)
The new coefficient tr has the dimension gcmS/s4. Do we have any guess for the
value of such a quantity?

Yes, certainly. Contemporary physics knows 3 quite fundamental and general
phenomena, each with its own single and unique characteristic constant. They are
(i) gravity with the Cavendish constant G = 6.67 x 10-8 cm3/gs2, (//) relativity with
the velocity of light c = 3.00x10t° cm/s, and (iii) quantization with the Planck
constant h = 1.05 x 10-27 gcmZ/s. Partially unified theories do exist but the final
triadic unification (’Relativistic Quantum Gravity’) is not at hand. However, its
fundamental scales must be set by G, c and h. Now, the obvious form for tr of the
above dimension is

o = (fundamental number) xhc3 (6.6)

So extra terms of (6.5) type may be expected from any quantum extension of
General Relativity. As an approximation, let us start from (4.1-8), and calculate the
extra terms. They become comparable with the old ones at

T- Tpt = hV~cS/G = 1.22 x 10~9 GeV- 10~5 erg (6.7)
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which is out of any possibility for observation. But this means that in the unified
theory of all present theories this may be the point where Geometry emerges from
the sea of foaming quantum fluctuations, or the corresponding temperature may be
a maximal temperature.

The simplest model anticipating such phenomena is General Relativity + a
Hawking radiation from the change of the geometry. Then the past history of the
Universe is geodetically incomplete. It appears with infinite temperature but with
finite energy density ¯ - ¯~,l = Tpt4/(hc)~, and with a finite radius R - Rpl,

Rp! = hV/’~c3 - 10-33 cm (6.8)

(Di6si et aL, 1986). According to the uncertainty principle a quantum fluctuation
from ~ = 0 to ¯ = ¢Pt in a volume Rpt3 survives till tpt = Rpl/c. However, if energy is
produced (which is so for P < 0, and also if Hawking radiation of this type is present
(Di6si et aL, 1986)) then during that time the original energy of the fluctuation can
be reproduced and then the Universe can remain for later use.
This is a v.ery primitive ’model’. However it contains a ’beginning’ (of the evolution
governed by the Einstein equation). There the initial conditions are

Ro - RpI, ¯o - 41"1 (6.9)

i.e., completely prescribed by number constants (number of helicity states, ~-, etc.)
and by the 3 fundamental constants. In this scenario no freedom appears in the
initial conditions of our single and unique Universe, which is hopeful.
Now let us extrapolate back the standard Universe (4.7-8). There is a state with
T - Tit and ¯ - ~Pl. However there R - 0.1 ×q cm - 1032 ×q ×Rpt. This is a
rather ’unnatural’ initial condition which cannot be expected from any ’Relativistic
Quantum Gravity Theory’. This high factor is reflected in the mentioned ’fine
tuning problem’.
AGAIN, THE PRESENT UNIVERSE SEEMS IMPROBABLE IN THE LIGHT

OF FUNDAMENTAL CONSTANTS.
Let us note that the present elementary particles seem improbable as well. Namely,
the massive ones are below the only natural combination for rest energy - T~,z by 20
orders of magnitude, and some possess sizes 20 orders of magnitude above Rpl.
While these masses and radii are in natural relations with each other, the masses
themselves remain unexplained from (still unknown) fundamental theories. The
fundamental elementary objects in any ’Relativistic Quantum Gravity’ would have
r - Rpl, rn - Tpl/c2 (and maybe a lifetime -tpl), so protons, electrons etc. cannot
be the elementary objects of ’the fundamental’ theory.

WE HAVE REASONS FOR DOUBTS IF THE KNOWN ELEMENTARY
PARTICLES HAD BEEN PRESENT AT ’THE BEGINNING’.

We do know that some ’elementary particles’ are composite objects and were
created at a definite stage of the evolution of the Universe. However, e.g., the
electron seems point-like, so really elementary. Still, its mass does not belong to
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’fundamental unified physics’. (Its electric charge does, since e2 -hC, the
numerical factor being as moderate as 1/137.)
For charges or particle numbers the natural initial conditions are simple enough. A
particle number is dimensionless, and charges may be defined likewise. Then the
fundamental constants G, c, h yield nothing for them; the natural initial condition
is either N,~ - 1 or N,, = 0. The same is true for the total entropy S. In contrast,
extrapolating back from the present Universe, Nbaryon - q3 × 1078, and S - 1087
(Guth, 1981).

7. ON PHASE TRANSITIONS
The above ’unnatural’ numbers seem to point into a common direction, discovered
by Guth (1981):
THERE SEEM TO HAVE BEEN SUBSTANTIAL ENERGY AND ENTROPY

PRODUCING PROCESSES IN THE EARLY PAST OF THE UNIVERSE.

As shown by eq. (5.5), this is possible if P < 0. Negative (dynamical) pressures are
unfamiliar, but may appear e.g., in scenarios when a phase transition cannot start
because of any barrier inducing supercooling of the high temperature phase. Then
the energy is higher than the equilibrium value, therefore the pressure is lower.
Since now P > 0, it was >0 in the past in any not unstable or metastable state, but
for transient periods, followed by reheating, it may have been even negative.
To illustrate this we show the simplest nontrivial example; for details see (K,qmpfer,
Luk~cs, and Pa~l, 1990). Consider a system without particle numbers. Omitting the
details we have an equation of statep(T), and

s :P,r (7.1)
~ = Ts -p = Tp~. -p (7.2)

Consider a model system of coupled scalar and vector bosons. The scalar Higgs
bosom possess a quartic self-potential V(dp), mentioned in a parallel paper
(Luk~ics, 1993a). (I) is a multicomponent quantity for a set of scalar bosons. If a
particular Higgs has a nonzero expectation value <~> (in a side minimum of the
quartic potential), then some coupled vector bosons get masses.
At a given temperature T all the vector bosom with m < < T simulate a blackbody
radiation, while those with m > > T have negligible contribution to the pressure. So
in the roughest approximation

- (7.3)
where N* is the number of helicity states for the particles m<T, and V is to be
taken at the actual equilibrium state, ~ = ~o or ¯ = ~+_. Then, according to eq.
(7.2),

~ = (N%r2/30)T4/(hc)3+ + V(dp)/(hc)3 (7.4)
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Recapitulate the Figures of (Luk~ics, 1993a). The quartic potential possesses a
central peak. Until the average energy (roughly the temperature) is above this
peak, <~> = 0. For lower energies the state sits down to one of ~___. There is a
difference AV between the two cases. In addition, in the spontaneous symmetry
breaking the vector bosons coupled to ~b get masses proportional to <~>. Let us
assume that at least some of these masses are >T. Then we have two different
equations of state, one for the high temperature phase in which the state of qb is
mirror-symmetric (< ~ > = 0):

po(Z) = (No~2i90)~4/(hc)3 - aV/(hc)3 (7.5)

and one for the low temperature phase where ¯ sits in an asymmetric minimum

p+ = ( (No-AN)~r2/90)T4/(hc)3

The two phases are in equilibrium at Teq

Po(Teq) = P +(Te~)
whence

for which

(7.6)

(7.7)

Teq = (90AV/rr2AN)
If T is decreasing, there is a symmetry breaking at Teq.

(7.8)

Figure 1: Just above Teq.

Now consider a situation when T is just passing Tea very rapidly. The scenario is
sketched on Figures 1-3. Just above Teq the symmdtric state is stable. Just after
passing the state starts to roll towards a side minimum, but if the cooling is very fast
then there are states similar to Figure 2. That snapshot is a state in which T has
substantially decreased but still <~> is moderate and AV is still almost the
original. This is the supercooled symmetric state. Assume that it supercools to



Tea/3. Then the thermal part ofp has decreased by two orders of magnitude, so is
practically negligible compared to AV. In this case, from (7.1-2)

¯ ~ -p --- AV (7.9)
Then for k = 0 ¢qs. (4.3-4) give an exponential expansion

R = Rlet/’~ ; 3,z = (3/8,r)((~c) 3c2/GAIO (7.10)
called inflation. During this inflation ~ is roughly constant, while the volume
increases, so energy is produced, while the total entropy is roughly constant
because of the adiabatic change.

Figure 2: Just below Teq. The state starts to roll down.

Figure 3: Well below Teq. The state starts to settle down. Reheating will follow.

/
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The supercooling ends after some At needed to reach the side minimum. Then the
asymmetric phase is established. Comparing (7.4) and (7.6), the energy of the
ground state becomes lower, so some energy must go again into thermal degrees of
freedom, which is the reheating. This is a nonequilibrium process, producing an
entropy AS -AE/T~,, where AE is the energy produced in the inflation. If
At/~, - o ( 10 t ~. 10rr), then the inflation can produce almost any increase in
e 87nergy or entropy, e.g., the factor AS/S - 10 needed to eliminate the fine tuning
problem in (Guth, 1981).
This is only the simplest possible scenario, but for the present goal it is enough. Let
us stop at this moment and summarize the effects of a spontaneous symmetry
breaking preceded by a supercooling.

1)The symmetry of the actual state of some scalar bosom breaks down.
2)Some vector bosons get masses.
3)R jumps up, with substantial energy and entropy increase.
4) The inflation smoothens the existing spatial inhomogeneities, so spatial

symmetries (uniformity) are restored.
Therefore in such phase transitions internal and spatial symmetries change
oppositely: the spatial symmetry is restored on the account of the internal one.

8. ON GRAND UNIFICATION
Our particle physical measurements do not extend beyond 1003 GeV energy,
except a few isolated reconstructed cosmic radiation events up to 1011 GeV. A ver~
bold extrapolation, however, suggests a spontaneous symmetry breaking at -1015
GeV. Namely, the low energy particle physics seems to have 3 independent
interactions

1) Electromagnetism, with symmetry group U(1).
2) Weak interaction, with symmetry group SU(2).
3) Quantum chromodynamics (whose peripheral effect is the strong

interaction), with symmetry group SU(3), for colours. (The earlier literature
mentioned another SU(3) symmetry for flavours, i.e., among different kinds of
hadrons. This symmetry is approximate, and has no intimate relationship to the
fundamental symmetries. It is a consequence of the fact that the hadrons are
composed from quarks.)
Now, with increasing energy the 3 coupling constants seem to converge, and it is
possible that all the 3 interactions belong to a common SU(5) group, (the smallest
one with all the 3 as subgroups) (Langacker, 1981). The resulting theory is called
Grand Unification, in the simplest extrapolation the parameters of the theory can
be calculated from low energy data, and the theory may be valid just above 1015
GeV, although up to now no predicted consequence has been observed.

In an SU(5) symmetric theory there is no qualitative difference between quarks and
leptons. They can continuously be transformed into each other by exchanging
massless vector bosons of appropriate charges. Therefore in Grand Unification
only two charges are conserved, namely
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electric charge
baryon number - lepton number.

If anything new happens between 1015 GeV and Planck energy, we cannot guess it
from here.

9. AGAIN ON INITIAL CONDITIONS

Now we can rediscuss the problem of initial conditions. We start at Planck
temperature (or energy or energy density) which we take t = 0 (indistinguishable
from t = tpt. Anarve extrapolation of the present Universe resulted in (4.13), which
led to the unnatural initial condition R = 0.1 cm at T = Tpl. However, as we have
seen, any part of the present entropy or energy may have been produced in an
inflation. So there is no evidence against

Ro - Rpt

Hence
So - 1.

For the charges, all observations suggest electric neutrality, so

The other conserved quantity of Grand Unification is the (baryon-lepton) number.
Let us count the particles in our neighbourhood. The overwhelming majority
consists of a few kinds of particles as protons, neutrons, electrons, neutrinos (all
with antiparticles) and photons. Photons do not carry any kind of charge. The
conserved quantity A can be calculated presently as

z~ = (Np + Nn - Ne - Nv ) - (antipart.) (9.1)

Now, N_ = Ne (neutrality; for both particles the antiparticles are negligible).
Neutrons                                "are stable only in nuclei, all the matter ~s practically 90% H and 10% He.
Hence Nn ~ No15. Neutrino numbers cannot be measured because low energy
neutrinos pradtically do not interact with the measuring apparatuses. But
cosmological models suggest Nv - Ne, and then a slight excess of ant/neutrinos
can compensate Nn. Therefore there is no evidence against

In addition, for the nonconserved numbers one may assume a fully symmetric
initial state.

This starting Universe cannot be distinguished from nothing at all for a period tit
due to the uncertainty principle. One may hope that these initial conditions end ~n
our Universe; we cannot check this, because (i) the number factors in TO and Ro are
still unknown, (//) we cannot calculate near Tpt, (iii) the fine tuning problem does
not exist anymore due to inflations, and (iv) we do not know how many phase
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transitions happened until now. Anyway, this is a nice initial Universe and the lest
arbitrary one.

But the starting Universe was of the mass and size of a single quantum fluctuation.

THIS INITIAL ’PLANCK’ UNIVERSE CANNOT HAVE CONTAINED ANY
PARTICLES, OR EVEN ANY IDENTIFIABLE PARTS.

The less arbitrary initial Universe cannot have beeB anything else than an Einheit,
being an undifferentiated unity.

10. A POSSIBLE SCENARIO
We do not know which kind of Grand Unification is true, or if any of them is true
at all. We do not know anything even in this extent at higher energies. However,
hypothetical scenarios connecting the discussed initial Universe to the present one
can be drawn in a more or less qualitative manner. Steps of such scenarios were
discussed in (K/lmpfer, Luk~tcs, and Pa~l, 1990); here we concentrate only on the
changes of symmetries and those in the individuality of parts.

1) Beginning. The Universe is one, indivisible, elementary unit, with Planck
data. Maximal symmetry: no observable spatial structure; fields in symmetric states,
conserved charges at 0 values. No parts. The whole Universe is one ’particle’.

2) Just after beginning. Some energy production must have happened,
otherwise the Universe would have fluctuated back to its absence after tpl. Maybe a
delayed phase transition happened, maybe Hawking radiation preserved the
Universe; we do not know.

3) Somewhere not far (?) below Tpr Possibility for individual particles to be
more or less separated and to drop out. (By uncorrelated fluctuations in the
growing volume?)

4) Somewhere between Tpt and 1015 GeV. Supersymmetry breaks down.
Boson and fermion members of superpairs become distinguishable.

5) Just above 1015 GeV. Quantum fluctuations may start to create spatial
inhomogeneities.

6) In a range downwards from 1015 GeV. Supercooling, inflation. Again a
substantial part of the energy is created. This energy is new and do not necessarily
follow the original pattern of inhomogeneity. Spatial symmetry is then restored (in
some extent). Finally SU(5) symmetry breaks down to SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1).
Afterwards baryons and leptons are practically separately conserved. The actual
state is still symmetric for particle-antiparticle reflection.

7) Just after the SU(5) breaking. An effective (spontaneous?) CP breaking
of the broken Grand Unification leads to faster decay of antiquarks and
antileptons? (This point is rather obscure, for the details see (Barrow, 1983).)
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8) Down to -1000 GeV. Probably no phase transition. Fluctuations may
generate inhomogeneities but no macroscopic permanent structures exist. As far as
we guess the presentpoint-like particles already exist. The antiparticle/particle ratio
continuously goes down.

9) Somewhere in the range 1000 GeV. The mixed SU(2)xU(1) Weinberg-
Salam interaction breaks apart to the familiar electromagnetism and weak
interaction. Again spontaneous symmetry breaking happens for some scalar
bosons, and the weak coupling bosons W and Z (observed) get masses. The
transition may be of first order, but already the time scale of the expansion and
cooling is cca. 10-1° s, longer than the characteristic time of the electromagnetic
interactions. So no substantial supercooling and inflation is expected.

10) Between 1000 GeV and 200 MeV. Standard expansion and cooling.
SU(3) symmetric state forflavour abundances.

11) At cca 200 MeV. Hadronisation of quarks in a probably first order
transition (between 8 and 15 #.s from beginning). Strong fluctuations, correlated in
volumes containing ~1 solar mass. At the end quarks and gluons are confined,
protons, neutrons, some hyperons, and mesons are present. The state is no more
SU(3) symmetric for flavours (hyperons are less abundant), but there is still an
SU(2) symmetry of flavours (equal numbers of protons and neutrons).

12) Between 200 and 1 MeV. Standard expansion and cooling. Still particle-
antiparticle symmetry for leptons .

13) At I MeV. (- 1 s.) Neutrons start to decay but the lifetime is - 1000 s.
14) At 0.5 MeV. Annihilation of e-e+ pairs. Only the slight (10-8) e- surplus

survives. On the account of the actual CP symmetry the spatial homogeneity
somewhat restores.

15) Somewhere at 0.1 MeV. (- 1000 s.) The free neutrons vanish by decay;
bound ones in d, t, "~ and a survive and build up the primordial helium. Since it is
detected, we have observational evidence about separate autonomous parts of the
Universe from t = 1000 s.

16) Afterwards, for a while. Some nucleosynthesis. The matter is an e+p
plasma, opaque for photons.

17) At - 1 eV. (300000 ys after beginning). Neutral atoms build up. The
matter becomes transparent.

18) Afterwards. Macroscopic structures become possible. First proto-galaxy
clusters are stable. Henceforth macroscopic homogeneity breaks down to random
(homogeneous isotropic) distributions of spheres. This epoch ends with the start of
fusion in protostars, and no great change happens until present in symmetry.

19) Presen~ No symmetry on human scales, spherical symmetry on
terrestrial scales, more or less homogeneous isotropic distribution on large scales.

20) Future..9??. (See also (PaOli, 1993) for apossible future.)
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11. CONCLUSIONS
The present paper had a double goal. First, we have emphasized that our
knowledge about the early Universe is very limited. This statement of an expert is
probably accepted by anybody else. However, hence other logical statements follow.
For example, familiar models may not be applicable for the early Universe; our
notions may be alien from those situations; very serious problems sleep almost
undisturbed under many subsequent layers of familiar and quantitative problems.
These statements are rather negative, and one can always question the validity of a
model under strange circumstances, but now we wanted only to demonstrate that
cosmology still needs continuous contemplation about its fundamental notions.
However, in any definite time there is a best description, and our second goal was to
show up the outlines of such a description, specially from the viewpoint of
symmetries. We have shown that (i) the present Universe can be obtained from a
maximally symmetric primordial one; (//) the breakings of symmetries were
spontaneous, therefore natural, and (iii) at some symmetry breakings internal and
spatial symmetries changed oppositely (the breakdown of internal ones drove
processes partially restoring the spatial ones).
In a very symmetric Universe complicated organisms (as ourselves) could not exist.
In a very asymmetric one minds would have great difficulties in understanding. The
present Universe is convenient for rational beings (according to observations). We
do not know if it remains so forever. Present General Relativity does not predict
further deterioration of the remainder of the spatial symmetries, and present
particle physical theories do not predict the breakdown of the present effective
SU(3) ×SU(2) × U(1) symmetry. However, they have not been constructed to predict
it in the lack of any indication from measurements. One cannot exclude the
existence of further scalar bosons with quartic potentials (Linde, 1984); if they
exist, further symmetry breakings may happen. But we do not know to which vector
boson they are coupled and with what strength.
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Abstract: General survey of the chirality (parity
violation) of the weak interaction is given, with some mathematical detaiis and
experimental consequences.

1. ELEMENTARY PARTICLES AND THEIR INTERACTIONS
The elementary particles are the ’smallest’, most fundamental, structureless and
universal building blocks of our world. According to the generally accepted theory
of the elementary particles (the so called Standard Model), we classify them into 4
groups: leptoms, quarks, intermediate bosoms and the Higgs scalar. Both the leptons
and the quarks (see Tables I and 2) are classed into 3 families. Each family contains
2 types of elementary particles. In the lepton families one of the particles has zero
charge and approximately zero mass. They are called neutrinos. The second particle
species have an electric charge of - 1 (in the unit of the electron’s charge), and their
masses are shown in Table 1, (1 GeV is approximately the mass of the Hydrogen
atom; 1 GeV ffi 1000 MeV). The electron is stable, but the muon and the tau decay
into other particles after a mean lifetime of 2×10-6 s (2 microseconds), and
3 × 10-13 s, respectively. All these leptoms carry precisely the same amount of spin
(intrinsic angular momentum): 1/2 . For each lepton there is a corresponding
antilepton. The antiparticles have the same mass and spin as their respective
particles but carry opposite values for other properties, such as electric charge. The
antiparticle of the electron is called positron.
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The lepton families are distinguished mathematically by lepton numbers; for exam-
ple, the electron and the electron neutrino are assigned electron number 1, muon
number 0 and tau number 0. Antileptons are assigned lepton numbers of the oppo-
site sign. Although some of the leptons decay into other leptons, the total lepton
number of the decay products is equal to that of the original particle. For example,
the muon decays into an electron, an electron antineutrino and a muon neutrino:
/z- -~ e- ~’e v ~t"T°tal lepton number is unaltered in the transformation.
Electric charge must be conserved in all interactions, and the electron is the
lightest charged particle. Therefore it is absolutely stable.
The quarks are also classified into 3 families (see Table 2). Their fractional charges
(1/3 and 2/3 of the electron’s charge) are never observed, because they form combi-
nations in which the sum of their charges is integer. Barions consist of 3 quarks, the
mesons consist of a quark-antiquark pair. For example, the most well-known bari-
ons, the proton and the neutron contain the light u and d quarks: p -uud;
n -- udd.

The top quark has not been observed when writing this article in the high energy
experiments. If it exists, it’s mass should be in the 100 GeV - 180 GeV interval,
derived from theoretical and experimental investigations.
The six leptons and six quarks (with their antiparticles) are now thought to be the
fundamental constituents of matter. Four forces (interactions) govern their rela-
tions: electromagnetism, gravity, strong and weak interactions. These interactions
of the leptons and quarks are mediated by the intermediate bosons (see Table 3).
The strong interaction between two quarks is mediated by the gluons, the electro-
magnetic force between two electrically charged particles is mediated by the pho-
ton. The heavy W+, 14~ and Z bosons are responsible for the weak interaction. The
existence of the graviton is uncertain.

Name Letter Mass Charge

electron neutrino ue ~ 0 0

electron  - 0.5 MeV -1

muon neutrino v~ ~ 0 0

muon /~- 106 MeV -1

tau neutrino ~,~ ~ 0 0

tau r- 1.78 GeV -I

Name Letter    Mass [ Charge

up u ~ 4 MeV 2/3

down d ~ 8 MeV -1/3

charm c 1.5 GeV 2/3

strangei s ~ 150 MeV -1/3

top t ? 2/3

bottom b 5 GeV -I/3

Table 1: Leptons. Table 2: Quarks.

There is another hypothetical particle that has not been observed experimentally
yet: the Higgs particle. It is neutral (0 electric charge), and its spin is also 0.
According to the generally accepted theory of the elementary particles (the Stan-
dard Model), the interaction of the Higgs with the leptons, quarks, W"x-- , Z bosons is
responsible for the masses of these particles. They get their masses through the so
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called spontaneous symmetry breaking (for further details see e.g., (Halzen and
Martin, 1984; Quigg, 1985; Luk~cs, 1993a)).

Interaction

Strong

Electromagnetic

Week

Gravity

Intermediate boson

gluons

photon

graviton ( ? )

0

0

80 GeV, 91 GeV

0

Spin

1

1

1

2

Table 3: Fundamental interactions and their intermediate borons

2. SYMMETRY PRINCIPLES IN PHYSICS
The notion of symmetry is central to the theories of the elementary particles. A
transformation which does not alter the laws of nature is called symmetry of the
nature (or symmetry transformation). The phenomena (events) of nature take
place exactly in the same manner in the transformed world as in the original world.
For example, the gravity or the Coulomb force between two particles has transla-
tion symmetry: the F = x1 - x2 force is unaltered after the x -~ x + a translation
(here x1 and x2 are the coordinate vectors of the particles).
It is an experimental fact that certain physical quantities are not observable
(unmeasurable). From these facts we can infer some symmetry principles, and from
these principles we can deduce mathematically the conservation laws of nature
(Lee, 1974). The table below contains some examples for these relations:

Not observable Symmetry transformation ] Conservation law

absolute space space trauslation : momentum

coordinate z -, ~ + a

absolute time time trausl~tion : energy

absolute direction rotation: angular momentum

in space

absolute space reflection : parity
right (left)

absolute phase    gauge transfornmtion : de:tHe charge

of wave function

Table 4: Unobservable quantities, symmetries and conservation laws
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The symmetry principles in particle physics led to the discoveries of new laws of
nature. For example, each of the four fundamental forces is now thought to arise
from the invariance of a law of nature, such as the conservation of charge or energy,
under a local symmetry operation, in which a certain parameter is altered indepen-
dently at every point in space. The resulting theories are called gauge theories
(Halzen and Martin, 1984; ’t Hooft, 1980). The gauge group (local symmetry
group) of the Standard Model is the SU(3)c x SU(2)L X U(1) group.

3. SPACE REFLECTION SYMMETRY IN QUANTUM
MECHANICS
Let ~k be an atomic wave function, H the Hamilton operator of the system, and P
the space reflection operator:

--: ¢’(x) =
If H(x) = H(- x) (space re^flection is symmetry of the system), and ~b is eigenfunc-
tion of the Hamilton~ ( H~b..= E~ ), then P~ is also eigenfunction with the same
eigenvalue (E), and HP = PH.

The eigenvalues of P are P = _+ 1 (because from P~k = P~/, " ~1~ =/#~ = if).
P is called parity of the system. If the physical system has symmetry under space
reflection, then its parity is conserved.

According to the empirical Laporte-rule, the atomic wave functions change their
parity while the atom emits a photon. In 1927 Wigner showed that the Laporte-rule
is a consequence of the space reflection symmetry of the electromagnetic interac-
tion.

Various investigations of atomic and nuclear transitions demonstrated unam-
bigously that both the electromagnetic and the strong interactions have exact space
reflection symmetry (they are parity conserving).

4. THE PARITY VIOLATION (SPACE REFLECTION
ASYMMETRY) OF THE WEAK INTERACTION
Not only the atomic wave functions, but also the elementary particles have parity
(intrinsic parity), similarly to their intrinsic angular momentum (spin). The parity
of the leptons, barions, mesons, and photon can be measured with elementary pro-
cesses proceeding through the electromagnetic and strong interactions. For exam-
ple, the photon and the ,r±, ~r° mesons have negative intrinsic parity.

The weak interaction was supposed to be also parity conserving until 1956. Then
Lee and Yang pointed out that the conservation of parity as a universal principle
was very inadequately supported by experimental evidence. They were first led to
this finding by consideration of the various decays of the K-meson. Both the K -~
"rr~" and K-~ ~rrrr decay modes had been observed, while the ,r,r final state had
P = + 1 parity, the ,r,r,r state had P = - 1.
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Space reflection symmetry of the world would require the ’mirror reflected’ world
(with the x -*-x transformation) to be indistinguishable from the original world.
Therefore, to check the mirror symmetry, we have to carry out two experiments
that are mirror images of each other. If mirror symmetry holds, they should give
the same results. On Figure 1 below we show the layout of the famous Co6°
experiment (accomplished in 1956).

Figure 1: Co60 experiment.

The Co6° nucleus decays into Ni6° nucleus, electron (e-) and electron antineutrino
(~e)" Mirror symmetry can be checked by measurement of the correlation between
the outgoing electron’s direction and the spin of the Co6°.

At the left hand side of Figure 1, the spin of the Co6° nucleus points upwards, at
the right hand side downwards. This arrangement corresponds to mirror reflection.
The different number of electrons going upwards in the two cases shows the viola-
tion of space reflection symmetry for the weak interaction.
Various experiments after 1956 showed that the spin of the antineutrino is always
pointed towards its direction of motion (it is always right-handed), and the neu-
trino’s spin is always opposite to the direction of motion (it is left-handed). This is
another example of space reflection asymmetry (parity violation). After space
reflection the left-handed neutrino would become right-handed, and right-handed
neutrino does not exist in nature. World and mirror-world are distinguishable by
physical experiments!

Let us introduce the notion of charge reflection (denoted by C). This
transformation changes all particles to their antiparticles (e-  * e+, ~,  * ~, ...).
The charge reflection is symmetry of the electromagnetic and strong interactions,
and (similarly to space reflection) it is not symmetry of the weak interaction. The
experiments show. however, that the combined CP transformation (charge + space
reflections together) is very good symmetry of the weak interaction (for example,
the right-handed 7goes under this transformation into the existing left-handed v).
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In 1964 a small CP violation in K-meson decays was discovered. This CP violation
could explain the matter-antimatter asymmetry of our world (according to the
SU(5) grand unified theory, theX- bosons with masses of = 1015 GeV could have
decayed asymmetrically into quarks-antiquarks and leptons-antileptons, about
t --- 10-35 s after the big bang) (Wilczek, 1980; Luk~ics, 1993b).

5. MATHEMATICS OF THE WEAK INTERACTION AND OF
PARITY VIOLATION
In the following we shall present some mathematical details of the weak interaction
and its parity violation. First we introduce the notion of the Feynman-graph. These
diagrams can illustrate the processes of the elementary particles, and also, one can
use them to read the building blocks necessary for the calculations of the measur-
able quantities (according to some definite mathematical rules). One can deduce
from each Feynman-graph a complex number: the amplitude of the corresponding
elementary process that is illustrated by the graph. This complex amplitude can be
used to calculate the measurable quantities of the process.
Figure 2 below shows one of the simplest Feynman-graphs of the e e --, e e
collision process. The interaction of the electrons is mediated by the photon (3’),
which is unobservable here (virtual).

Figur~ 2: Simple Feynman-graph of the e’e" --* e-e" process

We need 3 types of mathematical expressions for the calculation of the complex
amplitudes :

- wave functions
- propagators
- vertices

5.1 Wave functions

They correspond to the outer lines of the graphs (on Figure 2 they are the e-
lines). The ~b(x,t) wave function of the electron has 4 components:
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t)/ 3(x, t)/
 4(x,

Here x is the space vector, t is for time. The space-time dependence of ~b for free
electron is given by the Dirac-equation ."

.oO .

me is the elect ron ma.,s. "~ ". "~ ~ ¯ 7 are the Dirac-matrices :

.to 1 0
.): 0 1

= 0 -1 ; =     -1 0
0 0 1 1 0 0

(for further details see e.g., (Halzen and Martin, 1984)).

5.2 Propagators

They correspond to the inner lines (virtual particles, which are not observed at the
given process). For particles with mass M and p = (E, p) four-momentum (E is the
energy, p the 3-momentum of the particle) the propagator is proportional to

1/(t,2 -M~)
The wave functions and the propagators characterize the particles, but not their
interactions!

5.3 Vertices

The vertices are referred to the points where the outer and inner lines meet each
other. They are complex matrices, and they determine the interactions of the parti-
cles in the process.
The vertex of the electromagnetic interaction is given by the

ie7 ~ (/z = 0, 1, 2, 3)
4 x 4 complex matrices (e2 ~ 4w/137). This vertex corresponds to those points of
the Feynman-graphs where 2 electron lines and a photon line meet each other:

Figur~ ~a
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It can be shown that this kind of interaction, given with the 7 ~’ (# = 0, 1, 2, 3)
matrices, is parity conserving.

Let us now consider the ~’e e - -~ v~ e- collision process. One of the Feynman-
graphs can be seen below:

¥1gur~ 3: Feynman-graph for the vee" -’~ P¢~- process.

The collision here is mediated by the W boson. The complex amplitude corre-
sponding to this graph contains the

1 / (p2 _ Mw2)

factor, coming from IV propagator. The IV mass is very large: Mw ~ 80 GeV =
80x 10 9 eV, therefore the above propagator factor is very small (/# is negative
here). This explains the fact that the weak interaction, mediated by the heavy W
boson, is very weak at small energies.

The v e e - IV vertex (corresponding to the points of the above graph where the
lines of these particles meet each other) has the following form:

iCwT t~(1 -7 5 )
where ."

The presence of the 7 5 matrix is responsible for the parity violation of the weak
processes!
The weak interaction vertices of the quarks have the above form, but with different
cwnumbers :
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Figure 3a

The neutron decay (n -~ pe-~ e ), for example, can be reduced to d -~ ue ~ ~" e
quark decay (with some complications coming from the strong interaction of the
quarks and gluons).

The e e -, e e ~.ollision process can be mediated not only by photon, but also
by the Z boson. The corresponding two Feynman-graphs :

T

gigure 4: Photon and Z exchange graphs of the e’e- --~ e’e" process

For the calculation of the observable quantities of the e-e- -~ e-e- process we have
to add the two complex numbers coming from the two graphs :

The eeZ vertex has the following form :

The e, cw, cv, ca coupling constants are real numbers, and have the same order of
magnitude. The uuZ and ddZ vertices have similar forms, with different cV and cAconstants. The propagator factors in the two amplitudes are the following :

photon (~) -~ 1/p 2 ; Z boson -, 1/(p ~ - Mz2)
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The mass of the Z boson is very large (Mz ~ 91 GeV = 91 x 109 el/), therefore at
small energies (where I p2 I < < Mz2) the Mz amplitude is very small compared
to Me:

IMzl << IM~I
In the atoms, the atomic electrons interact with the quarks in the nucleus via both
photon and Z exchange:

Z

Figure $: Photon and Z exchange graphs for the electron-nucleus interaction

The N nucleus contains neutrons (with udd quarks) and protons (with uud
quarks). The eeZ, uuZ and ddZ interactions are parity violating (due to the 3’ 5
matrix in the vertices). Therefore, there are parity violating effects in atomic pro-
cesses (Zeldovich, 1959). These effects are very small (due to the large mass of the
Z boson), but can be observed. We mention that the cw, Cv, cA constants in the
above vertex formulas are completely predicted by the SU(2)L x U(1) unified the-
ory of electromagnetic and weak interactions (Weinberg-Salam model) (Halzen
and Martin, 1984).

6. EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION OF THE ATOMIC
PARITY VIOLATION
The effect of the small parity violating contribution of the Z boson exchange in
atomic processes can be shown by measurement of the optical activity of atoms (for
other methods, see (Bouchiat and Pottier, 1984)).
Light is transverse wave motion - the electric field vector vibrates perpendicularly
to its direction of propagation. The vibration can be arranged to take place in only
one direction. This is the linearly polarized light. The direction of propagation and
the electric field line determine the polarization plane. When the electric field vec-
tor rotates along a circle, the polarization of the light beam is called circular. The
circularly polarized light contains photons with definite angular momentum (right-
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or left-handed photons). The linearly polarized beam is superposition of right- and
left-handed circularly polarized beams with equal electric field amplitudes.

If a medium interacts differently with the right-handed and the left-handed pho-
tons, we call it optically active. When a linearly polarized light beam passes through
such a medium, the polarization plane of the beam is rotated through some angle,
and the beam emerges from the medium linearly polarized in a different direction.
This rotation of the polarization plane is the consequence of the phase delay be-
tween the right-handed and left-handed circularly polarized beams.

Many crystals and molecular compounds exhibit rather large optical activity. This is
due to the asymmetric arrangement of their atoms. The mirror images of these crys-
tais and compounds rotate the polarization plane in the opposite direction and
with the same angle. Optical activity here has nothing to do with parity violation.
The mirror image of a gas of atoms, however, is identical with the original gas.
With mirror symmetric elementary interactions the atoms look the same in a
mirror as they do in reality. Therefore, any optical rotation observed in an atomic
gas is not caused by handedness (left-right asymmetry) in the geometry of the
atoms, as it is in molecular gas, but by the handedness embodied in the laws of
nature that govern the weak force.

The angle of optical rotation predicted by the electroweak theory (Weinberg-Salam
model) is extremely small, about 10-5 degree under the most favourable experimen-
tal circumstances. The rotation degree enhances roughly with the cube of the
atomic number (Bouchiat and Pottier, 1984). Therefore, the heavy atoms are
preferred from the experimental point of view. Unfortunately, the theoretical cal-
culations are rather difficult for the heavy atoms.

The first experiments performed in 1976-78 in Washington and Oxford with atomic
Bismuth showed serious discrepancy between the predictions of the Weinberg-
Salam model and the experimental results (Baird et al., 1976; Sandars, 1977). The
results of subsequent experiments carried out in 1980-82 were, however, in good
agreement with this model (Bouchiart and Pottier, 1984; Barkov, 1981), which is
nowadays the generally accepted unified theory of the electromagnetic and weak
interactions (for historical details see Picketing, 1984, p. 294).
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